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Customer service delivery as measured by the Hillsborough County 
Consolidated Service Index (HCCSI) advanced again in March 
on the heels of February’s gain. For March, the HCCSI finished at 
104.75 points versus 103.88 for February. The 104.75 score implies 
that, on a combined basis, the County’s monthly customer service 
indicators are performing +4.75% better than expected. The score 
is near the middle of the desired 100.0 to 110.0 target range. 
Moreover, when compared with customer service efforts one year 
ago, the score is up +3.36% in 12 months. 
What makes the March 2020 score particularly impressive is 
that, despite the events surrounding the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, customer service efforts accelerated in support of 
residents and businesses. Another way to look at March’s progress 
is to compare the year-over-year growth in the HCCSI of +3.36% 
versus the flat performance of the Hillsborough County Market 
Index (HCMI), which stood at 101.78 versus 101.55 a year ago; 
virtually unchanged. 

Note: For further explanation as to the meaning of any individual customer 
service indicator, please see the monthly customer service reports 
produced by the individual departments.

1. Office of Neighborhood Relations – 10.64

2. HTV program review – 9.64

3. Call Center Operation Quality – 6.44 

4. Call Center Verbal Skill – 6.31

5. Social Media – Engagement – 5.84

Note: The point contributions to the monthly HCCSI by customer service 
indicator are determined by their relative importance and their actual 
performance versus goal. Hence, we may see little change in the rankings in 
a month-over-month basis. 
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The top performing customer service indicators versus their monthly goals for 

the month were:
Communications & Digital Media 
• Web Servicea – Average problem resolution time (5.3 hours)
•  Social Media – New follower and engagement activity (spiked significantly with 

COVID-19, but had their CDMSI indexes “capped” at 150.0 to avoid runaway 
scores)

Customer Service & Support
•  Citizen Engagement – Posted signs per staff person using the 3-month average 

(131)

Pet Resource Center
•  Field Services – Number of education-type calls logged by the animal control 

officers while out in the field (8)

The lagging customer service indicators versus their monthly goals for the month 

were: *

Communications & Digital Media
•  None – All customer service indicators achieved or exceeded plan this month.

Customer Service & Support
•  None – all customer service measurements at 94% of goal or better

Pet Resource Center
•  Shelter Operations – The number of kennel/cage inspections per day dropped 
this month, but there was an impact from COVID-19. The target is 3 supervisory 
inspections per day, and for March the average was about 2.4 per day. 

*  Note: This does not necessarily mean that a customer service indicator did not achieve 
its goal or is performing poorly. These are just those customer service indicators that 
fared the least versus their monthly targets; they may still be scoring relatively high. 
Please see the tables posted on the website for actual results.


